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Dave Hansen 
dave@lummiislandwild.com 
360-224-6512 
 


Strategic objectives served by this concept: 
1.  Strategy #3 – Conduct Marketing and Promotion  


 


2. Strategy #5 – Strengthen the Organization  
1. Continually strengthen communications between the Association 


and its members.  


I propose the board approve the “concept” of a communication 
platform/website for those involved in processing, marketing, 
promotion and transport of BB seafood. Note I do not specify 
solely a direct marketers website, for I feel that an effective site 
could benefit processors and other related industries also.  
 
At present there is no centralized hub for information related 
to custom processing, catch and product availability, 
transportation, communication and all the myriad activities 
necessary to anyone wishing to move our BB seafood out into 
the marketplace. A professionally designed website could 
provide a means of communication, information, advertising 
services, product sales and/or exchanges. With the inclusion of 
a “forum” the website could provide a means of 
communication from marketers to the RSDA.   
 
I request the RSDA to budget funds to allow the initial 
development of a website and maintenance for a year. A call for 
bids by capable web designers working in conjunction with 
interested SO3T permit holders would follow concept 
approval.  
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ICE  DISTRIBUTION  VIA  ICE-BAGS  ON  TENDERS   QUALITY 
Proposal by Matt Marinkovich 
 
OVERVIEW 
Distribution of ice to the fishermen on the fishing grounds has been one of the major hurdles in 
the BBRSDA’s effort to encourage more fishermen to chill their fish.  This proposal provides for 
a one-time equipment investment that will create a long-term method of ice distribution.  This 
proposal could solve the problem of no ice availability in all districts, but especially ice-deprived 
areas such as Egegik and the Johnson Hill line. 
 
BBRSDA will design, develop, and procure the manufacture of insulated and collapsible ice 
distribution bags capable of transporting ice on tenders.  After ice is delivered to fisherman the 
bags can be folded up and stored on the tender.   
 
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE ICE BAG are as follows: 


1) Made of durable material, and have a lid that latches shut so it is watertight and sealed 
tightly to improve the insulation properties of the bag.  (Should the lid be removable, or 
hinged on one side?)  


2) Have the maximum insulation possible, while still being able to break down easily and be 
stowed efficiently. 


3) Have a lid that can be easily sealed tightly to hold in the cold, and to keep water out.  
Latching/securing system must be durable and dependable. 


4) Be able to hold between 1,000 to 1,200 pounds of flake ice 
5) Have lifting straps, like a fish brailer. 
6) Have a tag line on the bottom so the ice can be dropped into a fisherman’s hatch just like 


fish are dropped onto a tender. 
7) All bags should be of the exact same design, so as to reduce production costs and create a 


uniform, consistent, and interchangeable finished product. 
8) It would be nice if the bags could stack on top of each other 
9) Bags will be manufactured with clearly marked labels as to who owns the bag; could also 


be designated by different colors. 
 
METHODS OF USE AND DISTRIBUTION: 


1) Net Barge Swap:   
a) Ice bags will be used and kept track of by the net barge staff. 
b) Orders for bags of ice will be filled prior to a tender arriving at the ice barge; after the 


tender’s arrival at the ice barge they will be loaded quickly onto the tender on it’s way 
out to the fishing grounds. 


c) Empty bags on the tender will be dropped off to the ice barge when the tender gets 
more ice. 


d) There is no charge to the fish processor for the use of the bags. 
e) Processors will be charged for the ice used. 
f) Ice bags will be numbered and kept track of by the Ice Barge staff; there will be no 


liability to the processors or tenders for not returning the bags, but of course every 
effort will be made to get the bags returned. 







g) A survey of the processors prior to the season will determine how many processors 
will participate in the program and how many ice bags will be manufactured for the 
2014 season. 


h) Ice bags will be owned by the BBEDC; BBRSDA will seek 50% funding from 
BBEDC. 
 


2) Bags owned and managed by processors:   
a) Ice bags are offered for sale to the processors at 50% of the manufacturing cost.   
b) Processors may fill the bags with their own ice, or they could purchase ice from the 


ice barge. 
c) It is determined in the survey of the processors how many bags each processor wants, 


and bags are manufactured with their company name on them, and/or are 
manufactured in different colors, so as they will not become confused with other net 
bags owned by other companies or by the BBEDC. 


d) Also, if a processor wants their bags manufactured in a certain way, that would be 
fine as well, and we’ll still cover 50% of the costs. 


 
SURVEY OF THE PROCESSORS: 
A confidential survey of the processors should be conducted by the BBRSDA to determine how 
many processors will participate in the program, and under which model.  The ultimate goal of 
the survey is to determine how many ice bags will be manufactured, and for whom. 
 
If done in the proper manner, this will actually serve as a sales pitch to the processors to 
encourage them to participate in the program and/or start providing ice to their fleet via tenders 
in some capacity.   
 
MARKETING TO THE FLEET 
The BBRSDA should market this idea to fishermen as well, who will in turn pressure their 
processors to utilize the ice bags or at least transport ice on tenders.  I believe the extra 
“marketing” push is of vital importance to the overall success of this program and the idea of 
moving ice on tenders.  $10,000 earmarked in the marketing budget would go a long way. 
 
PROJECT COST:   
The cost cannot be determined until we know the cost of the bags and how many will be 
produced, but if 200 bags are produced at a cost of $400 each, that would be a total cost of 
$80,000, with the BBRSDA contribution of $40,000.  And don’t forget the marketing component 
for an extra $10,000. 
 
BBRSDA contribution for bags (estimate)  $40,000 
Market to the Fleet     $10,000 
Total cost (estimate)     $50,000 
 








SLUSH  BAG  OUTFITTING      QUALITY 
Proposal by Matt Marinkovich 
 
To further compliment the proposed icing efforts of (a) ice transportation on the tenders via 
insulated ice bags, and (b) encouraging the processors to participate through volume ice 
discounts, it will also be necessary to complete the “icing chain” by assuring fishermen’s boats 
are ready to accommodate the ice we are working so hard to provide. 
 
I propose:   


1) The BBRSDA pay 100% of travel and housing expenses for a representative from brailer 
manufactures (Seattle Tarp and NOMAR, LFS, etc.) to fly into Naknek and/or 
Dillingham (and beyond) to measure boats for slush bags.  


2) BBRSDA offers a certain dollar amount bonus for every slush bag manufactured (more 
details in a moment…).   


In exchange for this the participating companies will agree: 
1) To prioritize and expedite the orders generated.   
2) Offer free shipping. 
3) Offer a 20% discount on the price of the shush bags.  The previously mentioned sales 


incentive is meant to cover the shipping and 20% discount the company is providing to 
the fishermen (this avoids inurement conflicts).  


4) Offer an additional 10 to 20% discount off the price of the bag, for a total discount to the 
fisherman of 30 to 40%. 


 
DISCSSION: 
Fishermen will want to be paid a chilling incentive when they realize their company will be 
providing ice on tenders, but they cannot do this unless their boats are ready to accommodate 
slush ice.  There are many reasons a fisherman would want to use slush bags: 


1) Their hatch may not be configured to hold water.   
2) Even if a hatch is watertight, some fishermen may not be comfortable with filling their 


entire hatch with water and ice in order to accommodate the slush ice.   
3) When loading a “single-circuit” hatch with slush ice, the fisherman would have to load 


the fish evenly through the hatches for the chilling to be effective. This is a huge hassle, 
and this fledgling to the quality world (or anybody in their right mind) would probably 
not want to partake in such a venture. 


4) Even if a fisherman is comfortable with filling their entire hatch with water and ice, it 
makes better sense to fill one hatch at a time with a proper, fish-floating slush, especially 
during periods of slower fishing. 


5) Slush bags come in attractive colors, and are fun to scrub out at the end of the season. 
 
Since the fisherman did not plan on getting slush bags at the end of last season (because they 
didn’t think their processor would have ice on the tenders), they probably didn’t measure their 
hatches, so they don’t know what size of slush-bags to order.  If a fisherman is planning on 
coming up on June 10 so they can go fishing by the 15th, they certainly would not have time to 
set up their boats with slush bags.  But if it were known to the fishermen that the company reps 
will be in Naknek and Dillingham (or wherever they need to go) in the pre-season, they can 







request that the reps measure their hatches for slush bags, so the bags will be ready in time for 
the season.   
 
Suddenly there would be one more fisherman “drinking the Kool-Aid”, chilling their fish, getting 
paid an extra $.15 to $.20 per pound, and in the process are doing their part to increase the 
overall value of the Bristol Bay pack. 
 
COST ESTIMATES 
 
Fixed cost per rep (7 days): 
Airfare and other travel   $1,000 
Housing (???)     $1,500 
Per diem for meals     $   700 
Car rental     $1,000 
Subtotal     $4,200 
 
Fixed costs per bag  
Shipping     $     20 
20% discount     $     60 
Subtotal     $     80 
 
 
Variable Cost Estimates 
THREE REPS     $12,600 
400 bags* (40 boats, 10 bags each)  $32,000 
TOTAL……………………………………...$44,600 
 
THREE REPS     $12,600 
300 bags (30 boats)    $24,000 
TOTAL……………………………………...$36,600 
 
TWO REPS     $  8,400 
300 bags     $24,000 
TOTAL……………………………………...$32,400 
 
TWO REPS     $  8,400 
200 bags (20 boats)    $16,000 
TOTAL……………………………………...$24,400 
 
*40 boats @ 50,000 lbs each = 2-million pounds of newly-chilled Bristol Bay sockeye!!! 
 
MARKET TO THE FLEET 
It is extremely important that every fisherman knows well in advance that this opportunity is 
available.  Please add to the total cost another $10,000 for marketing this idea to the fleet. 








Mark Buckley 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 


1119 NE 43rd St. #102 Seattle, WA 98105 
(206) 547-9533  


email: mkbuckley@alaska.com 


Project Concept: The connection between salmon quality improvements and the value of the pack.  
Partial scholarship for a Ph.D. candidate OR McDowell Group project.   


Strategic Objective: Promote research that leads to a better understanding of the economics of the Bristol 
Bay wild salmon fishery in order to improve revenues for fishermen. 


Amount:  $25,000 cost share on a $50,000 project (scholarship option) 


 


I am an S03T Permit Holder who is looking to better understand the connection between improved salmon 
quality and the increase in the price paid for Bristol Bay sockeye.  At present this question is unanswered.  I 
believe that knowing how quality improvements affect the bottom line will motivate the Bristol Bay industry 
to continue to expand its various quality improvement programs.   


I have been in talks with Professor Gunnar Knapp, Director of the Univ. of Alaska Institute of Social and 
Economic Research, Norm Van Vactor, CEO of BBEDC, and Glen Reed, CEO of the Pacific Seafood 
Processors Association.  I have also discussed my ideas with representatives of the University of Alaska 
Foundation and with Andy Wink, of the McDowell Group.   


Background:  Last year the RSDA funded a $35,000 project with an Alaska-based resource economics 
group.  That study was supposed to answer the question, “What is the connection between higher salmon 
prices and improved fish quality?”  Unfortunately, that project faltered and the question remains unanswered.   


I have discussed the above-referenced question with Prof. Knapp and with Andy Wink.  As you know, both 
men are respected fisheries economists.  Each has told me they believe the question can be answered.  Prof. 
Knapp believes that if we offer $50,000 for a two-year scholarship (i.e. ~$25,000 per year), we can attract a 
very high caliber fisheries economist who’s going for a Ph.D.  Prof. Knapp will send announcements to 
respected schools of economics across N. America, seeking applicants for this position.   The U. of Alaska 
will then choose the best candidate.  The student will enroll in the U. of Alaska and Prof. Knapp will become 
a member of his or her graduate committee.  The University will forego its customary overhead of 30+ 
percent.  Instead, the U. of Alaska Foundation will disburse the funds and take one percent ($500) for its 
administration fees.  


If the RSDA approves the $25,000 contribution, I will formally ask BBEDC for $12,500 and the PSPA for 
$12,500.  The CEOs of those organizations have indicated that requests in these ballparks would not be out of 
line.  If need be, I will also volunteer my time to raise the money from other sources.  For example, I can 
approach BBNA, BBNC, and others, for funds.  There will be no financial gain for me and I am not going to 
apply for the scholarship.  Rather, 99% of the money will go to the student.  The benefit to us all of having an 
academic do this work is that it will be peer-reviewed by respected fisheries economists.  This is the gold 
standard for economic research. 


If the RSDA is unwilling to go the scholarship route, then I suggest you contact the McDowell Group’s 
Andy Wink about doing the study.  I believe McDowell has the capacity to carry out the work.  If you go that 
route, I urge you to specify that on completion McDowell/Wink submit the report to a respected peer 
reviewed journal for publication.   








Hatch - Escapement Tracking .txt[12/26/2013 6:13:35 PM]


11/20/2013


Attn: BBRSDA:   Response to solicitation for (the funding of) proposals which could have a positive result for permit 
holders, processors and other economically impacted participants in the Bristol Bay Salmon fishery. 


Proposal:


Adequate and sufficient information is required by the Alaska dept of F&G for the timing, duration and success of 
"openings" in the BB Salmon fishery. I believe that the highest level of harvest value consistent with sustainable salmon
 runs is suffering due to less than optimal information used by the F&G. This leads to inaccurate in season estimates of 
returns.


The information used by F&G is inadequate and insufficient due to it's rigid adherence to a limited paradigm which does
 not take into account natual (or not) variations in run timing which have been seen to vary widely in recent years..... 


Limited to a narrow window (1 month) time period the F&G is at a disadvantage and unable (in my humble opinion) to 
make optimal decisions due to lost opportunities to sample the #'s of returning salmon in a seasonally changeable 
situation (starting earlier, ending later) from one year to the next. 


The obvious solution is to widen the "window" of opportunity to obtain the information so vital to the F&G and the 
fishery. 


I believe that the window should be doubled to two months. The costs would not be great and the return could be 
substantial. 


I could tell you stories from last summer (2013) where I had numerous reports from subsistance net locals that by the 
3rd and 4rth of june they had already seen 20 plus salmon in thier nets! This was in Naknek.....usually a somewhat later 
run than the other districts......  


Thank you,
Sincerely
Grant Hatch
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2014 BBRSDA Quality Improvement Concept Questions 
 


Submitted by Fritz Johnson (osprey907@gmail.com) Box 1129, Dillingham, AK 99576  & Phone 907-843-1792 
 
I have read the BBRSDA’s Strategic Plan and Bylaws. This proposal addresses the BBRSDA Strategic Plan’s 
“Core Purpose” to “maximize the value of the Bristol Bay fishery for the benefit of our members, ” the 
plan’s primary focus of producing the highest quality wild salmon products, and the specific strategies of 
building the capacity and desire to chill our salmon during harvest and encourage the adoption of 
handling procedures that result in higher quality salmon. 
 
This proposal is to explore the economics of motivating processors and their contracted tenders to ferry 
ice to their fleets from the ice barges, in concert with the proposal to supply 200 insulated 1000 pound 
ice bags to the fleet, and provide a subsidy for the ice taxi service, perhaps attached to a sliding scale 
depending on the amount of ice delivered. Here are some factors to consider: 
 
Keeping half of those insulated ice bags in rotation would mean there would be 50 tons of ice  (100 bags 
x 1000 pounds = 100,000 pounds/2000 lbs = 50) moving from the ice barge at any given moment.     
 
Ice barge ice is expected to cost $300 a ton in 2014; thus the ice barge price for two million pounds of 
ice – 1000 tons –  would be $300,000. Offering a $100 a ton subsidy on the 1000 tons of ice would cost 
the RSDA  $100,000. 
 
What’s a reasonable amount of ice a tender could deliver? A 100,000-pound tender would need the 
equivalent of at least 25,000 pounds of ice – 12.5 tons to chill that 100,000 pounds.  Delivering 12.5 tons 
of ice per voyage would earn the tender $1,250; that tender that would have to deliver 12.5 bags of ice 
20 times to earn $25,000. Will they make that many trips in the course of the season? Or would two 
tenders be motivated by 10 trips for $12,500, or four for the promise of $6,250, or eight for $3,125? 
 
Similar questions attend the idea of providing a sliding scale of reimbursements, with a larger subsidy 
for more deliveries. If the subsidy were boosted to an average of $150 a ton, the income would be 
$1,875 per 12.5 ton delivery and the cost to the RSDA would be $150,000 plus the $50,000 proposed for 
the insulated ice bags. The two tender 10 trip scenario would earn each boat $18,750 provided they 
found sufficient customers for their 125 tons of ice. Ten trips by ten tenders could ferry the entire two 
million pounds of ice sufficient to chill as much as 8 million pounds of salmon – which would still cost ice 
customers $300 a ton. 
 
Overall the economics perplex me; thus I’d suggest that we query tender operators (and perhaps the 
processors to whom they’re contacted) to try to identify a figure that would motivate tender operators 
to deliver ice under the terms proposed, dedicate $150,000 to this effort for 2014 if we can identify 
numbers that are cost effective, and be ready to move on this in 2014 if the numbers make sense. 
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CANNED  SALMON  MARKETING                 MARKETING 
Proposal by Matt Marinkovich 
 
After reviewing the findings in the McDowell Group Salmon Marketing Study, specifically 
regarding canned salmon, we learned that the current demographic is loyal, but shrinking.  
According to some in the industry, once the current consumers pass on, there will be no canned 
market left! 
 
The fact is that canned sockeye is a nutrient-dense food; it is high in protein, the edible bones 
contained within are a very good source of natural calcium, and the skin is loaded with essential 
Omega-3 fatty acids.  There are organizations, such as the Weston A. Price Foundation, that are 
totally focused on encouraging people of all ages to consume nutrient-dense foods such as 
canned sockeye.  Other organizations direct consumer information to the older set, who’s 
nutritional needs are a perfect match for our canned sockeye. 
 
Allow me to regress and beat up on tuna a little; I don’t see “loaded with Omega-3” printed on 
their label.  And it doesn’t have any calcium.  So if somebody were going to open up an aromatic 
can of fish, why would they open up tuna over sockeye (besides the price)?  For the health-
conscious individual who is willing to pay more for their food, it would be a no-brainer (the 
tastier and healthier can of sockeye would CRUSH the competition).  I think it would help 
canned sockeye sales if people knew that if they mashed it up, skin and bones included into a 
salmon salad sandwich or super-yummy salmon cake, that they are receiving WAY more 
nutritional value than a can of tuna.  From a health standpoint, they couldn’t afford not to eat 
canned sockeye! 
 
I propose we direct our Marketing Coordinator to do some canned-sockeye specific marketing, 
and give her $10,000 do get the job done.  And if she promises to beat up on tuna we should give 
her $15,000! 
    
 








Proposer:  Warren “Buck” Gibbons 


                    buck@brush-fire.org 
                    360.201.8242 cell 
 
As noted in committee, with over 60% of the drift fleet already chilling their fish at 
the point of harvest, it is conceivable that we can see the finish line - perhaps in our 
lifetime - where everyone is chilling their product.  Imagine that stature that this 
would generate for Bristol Bay and for those who coordinated it? 
 
To date, we have done an incomplete job of delivering to our fleet the associated 
programs and messaging regarding the importance of this practice; yet we all agree 
that there is no quicker way to raise the incremental value of our resource.  Gone are 
the days of the ten-cent per pound premium, the new normal is 15-20+ cents.  
Beyond that, there is little effort in place to convince or incent our members to chill. 
 
I propose that the RSDA consider hiring a professional public relations firm to take 
on the sole responsibility of creating a campaign to target this chilling drumbeat to 
our membership.  It would consist of a multi-year effort, with an annual budget 
similar to your retail marketing efforts of $350,000. 
 
I would also propose that the RSW discount program be reinvigorated and that an 
associated annual budget of $100,000 be considered to fully develop and enhance 
this proven project.  It is important to note that in the previous RSW discount 
program, every vendor / supplier that we reached out to agreed to participate.   
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Rick Tennyson 
PO Box 167 
Dillingham, AK 99576 
tenrical@gmail.com  
907-843-1564 
 
BBRSDA 2014 Project Concept of expanding NOAA weather repeater station to 
Eastside of Bristol Bay. 
 
Currently NOAA broadcasts current and forecasted weather for the Bristol Bay area 
that can be received on VHF weather channels in the Nushagak and Togiak fishing 
districts, but cannot be received in Eastside districts, Naknek, Egegik and Ugashik. 
 
BBRSDA strategic plan primary focus first bullet “The Economic Wellbeing of 
BBRSDA Members”.  Weather is always a safety factor in commercial fishing.  Having 
access to NOAA weather would allow fishers to make educated decisions based on 
actual weather in area and weather forecasted. 
 
NOAA currently has repeater stations throughout the state, but fishers cannot pick 
up their repeaters in the East side districts.  Through the help of BBRSDA we can ask 
NOAA to install another weather repeater and if need be offer financial support to 
install one. 
 
Sincerely; 
 
 
 
Rick Tennyson 
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ENCOURAGE ICE ON TENDERS THROUGH A PRE-PURCHASE DISCOUNT 
Proposal by Matt Marinkovich      (QUALITY) 
 
Whether the cost of ice is or isn’t a deterrent from fishermen using ice to chill their fish, it holds 
true that if someone purchases something ahead of time to “get a better deal” that they will be 
more inclined to use it, especially since they’ve already paid for it. 
 
In an effort to encourage the use of ice by both fishermen and processors, I propose the 
BBRSDA offer an ice-sales incentive program based on a commitment to purchase a volume of 
ice before the season.  The intent of this discount is to have the ice be put into the ice bags and 
then distributed to the fleet via the processors’ tenders. 
 
Example:  Processor X is utilizing the insulated ice bags bought through the BBRSDA program.  
They bought 48 bags that will be situated on six tenders, and anticipate they will purchase 
around 300 tons of ice from the ice barge to supply to their fishermen during the season (48 bags 
x 1,000 pounds x 12 days of when they’ll all be filled once = 288 tons).  Any ice purchased after 
300 tons will be charged at the same discounted rate.  
 
I’m not sure of the ice volumes that this program may produce, but if we offered $100 per ton 
discount, and we wound up selling 1,000 tons through this program, that would cost the 
BBRSDA $100,000, thereby generating sales of 1,000 tons of ice—that’s 2,000 ice bags filled—
that was transported ON TENDERS to the fishermen on the fishing grounds.  At a very modest 
rate of one-pound of ice chilling two pounds of fish, that would be FOUR MILLION POUNDS 
of sockeye chilled; at $.15 per pound chilling incentive paid by the processors, that would create 
$600,000 in added revenues to our fleet. 
 
The idea is to get the processors to try these ice bags on the tenders.  We are offering the 
insulated ice bags at 50% of cost (BBRSDA pays the other 50%), and we are backing it up with 
discounted ice.  If, after trying it for one season, the processors determine that delivering ice to 
their fleet proves to be a good idea and improves their bottom line, then they will continue this 
practice on their own, and probably order more ice bags for next year. 
 
Also, if the ice-bags-on-tenders idea increases the overall production of the ice barges, perhaps 
that will bring the overall costs of the ice barges closer to sustainability (or profit), and the cost 
of ice may be lowered next year through a decision by BBEDC. 
 
Furthermore, to supplement this proposal so it actually works, the BBRSDA should “market” 
this idea to the non-RSW portion of the fleet so they are aware we are encouraging processors to 
put ice on their tenders, so they in turn will pressure their processors to do it as well. 
 
Proposal Costs: 
Ice discounts:     $100,000 
Marketing to Fleet earmark   $  10,000 
Total:      $110,000 








2014 BBRSDA Quality Improvement Concept 
 


Submitted by Fritz Johnson (osprey907@gmail.com) Box 1129, Dillingham, AK 99576  & Phone 907-843-1792 
 
I have read the BBRSDA’s Strategic Plan and Bylaws. This proposal addresses the BBRSDA Strategic Plan’s 
“Core Purpose” to “maximize the value of the Bristol Bay fishery for the benefit of our members, ” the 
plan’s primary focus of producing the highest quality wild salmon products, and the specific strategies of 
building the capacity and desire to chill our salmon during harvest and encourage the adoption of 
handling procedures that result in higher quality salmon. 
 
The concept segues off Buck Gibbons’ proposal for a major allocation of funds to the RSDA’s “marketing 
to the fleet” effort.  
 
As a first step, we should consider reinvigorating and expanding the RSW/Chilling discount promotion 
begun three(?) years ago, and flood our members mail boxes with bulk mail hard copy advertising. This 
could be accomplished relatively inexpensively. In addition to whatever discounts vendors offer, offer 
targeted advertising of each vendor’s products and services. Don’t neglect the slush bag manufacturers. 
Rather than subsidize vendors advertising directly, invite them into our ‘catalog’ with the promise of 
free advertising – they could provide their own graphics or we could design their ads -- and create 
modular layouts so the message can be redesigned for sequential mailings. Mirror that information on 
the web pages and in email. As toothpaste and soap manufacturers discovered in the early 1900s, the 
more brands and flavors offered the more people were likely to take up bathing and brushing their 
teeth, and the subliminal message became “this is something you need -- everybody’s doing it.” Actual 
discounts any vendors might offer are a bonus; the true value is building awareness that increasing the 
value of the pack benefits us all. 
 
Postage savings, and avoiding possible already-chilled member push-back, could be realized by 
identifying, with processors’ assistance, members who already have mechanical chilling installed. Begin 
the promotion ASAP. Recognizing that the time frame that our proposals will be approved and 
processed, there’s a limit to the number of RSW systems that could be delivered for 2014. But in the 
interest of getting this first phase off the ground quickly, contract with an advertising firm experienced 
in the demands of daily or weekly newspaper production schedules. Although our marketing 
coordinator might coordinate elements of this proposal – identifying vendors and collecting promotional 
material, winnowing mail lists, proofing and controlling expenditures (in part by taking bids on the work) 
-- she should not be burdened with actual production or mailing. Run the program until mid-May(?) and 
restart it at the end of July with refinements tailored to the season. 
 
If 60 percent of fishers are already chilling, the number of direct mail marketing addresses would surely 
be less than 700, and even at 50 cents each, postage would cost less than $350. Bulk mail could be 2/3s 
less. Five mailings at 50 cents each would be less than $2000. A mailing service for delivery couldn’t add 
another $1,000 for 3,500 pieces. Major costs would include project management and production costs 
(soliciting vendor material for flyers, brochures, post card packets, etc. design, layout and printing). 
Savings could also be realized by contracting online for pre-press production (design and layout) and 
printing, all available online and worldwide. 
 
Additional elements to add to the mailings would be some of the material developed by Shiedermayer 
(sp?) and Associates, distribution of which I think has been far too limited. This would up the cost of 
production and mailing, but we’ve already paid for the expensive part and much of that material is of 
artistic quality and could find its way onto walls and bulletin boards in many perhaps unexpected places. 
 
I can’t imagine that this effort would cost $75,000. But I’d propose dedicating that amount with any 
surplus to be used for continuing the work. 
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TO: BBRSDA BOARD      FROM: JOHN WEBB 


92615 ASTOR RD 


        ASTORIA, OR  97103 


        PHO#: 503/325-4549 


        EMAIL:  webbslinger2@msn.com 


PROPOSED BBRSDA 2014 PROJECT CONCEPT 


 The Issue: 


 The Ugashik River system is large/long and there is a pretty long lag time from when sockeye enter the 
commercial fishing district to where they can be physically counted.  This has made getting accurate in-river 
estimates for escapement/fishing opening purposes very difficult at times. 


 For whatever reasons, the run timing for the Ugashik system is getting chronologically earlier.  This year 
was one of the earliest runs that I have observed in 35+ years, and there have been other recent seasons that have 
been early too. This, combined with a June 28-29th date for installing the counting tower, has led to fish going up 
the river without being counted.  How many is usually ADF&G’s best guess.  In addition, there have been times of 
pretty large groups of fish that have moved past the commercial fishing district, but not up to the counting tower, 
(approximately 5 days of run time away) and ADF&G, and the fishing industry, have pretty much been unawares 
that a significant volume of fish has gotten by.  Paul Salome/ADF&G can confirm exact years and numbers. 


 The Fix: 


 I would characterize this year’s run timing as an anomaly – definitely not the norm, however, it is also 
apparent that in recent history the run timing/early numbers of fish, are not tracking very well with runs of the 
past. 


 For this reason I believe it might be a good idea to investigate the possibility of having a fish-counting 
sonar site(s) established on the upper Ugashik river system.  I talked to many Ugashik fishermen that felt strongly 
in favor of this.   


 I realize that as fishermen/laymen it is easy to throw out an idea like this.  That is why I feel a lot of 
research into the practicality of doing this is a must.  If this project was possible, and cost effective, it might be 
brought up for a vote amongst the membership.  Personally, I feel this is a project whose time has come.  Funding 
such a venture may be problematic, however, I feel that other entities might be encouraged to co-op the cost of 
initial installation and yearly maintenance/annual deployment.  The City of Pilot Point, ADF&G, Lake & Peninsula 
School District all might be partners in financing this and would probably benefit from this project in the form of 
increased fish taxes on maximum sustained yields of fish. 


 In my mind, one thing is for certain, the BBRSDA is probably the only group that will be able to make this 
happen.  I seriously doubt that any individual, especially one from outside the State of Alaska, will be able to get 
the concessions from the various government agencies to accomplish this.  In any event a discussions on this 
subject is in order. 


Sincerely,  


 


John Webb 


F/V Webbslinger II 
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Date:  December 16, 2013 


 


To:  BBRSDA Board Members 


 


From:  David Harsila, President  


 


Re:  Project Concept 


 


BBRSDA's Strategic Concept Addressed: Support Research 
 


Bristol Bay sockeye pricing tends to lag behind the sockeye market. An added boost to market product 


lines may help inch the price upward and benefit members and the industry. 


 


Determining baseline nutritional and environmental contaminant information for Bristol Bay 


sockeye is needed for marketing purposes and to allay consumer concerns. There may be potential for 


radiation exposure to migrating sockeye from the Fukushima nuclear disaster that resulted in the re-


lease of radioactive materials into the ocean.  


 


Sockeye is one of the healthiest protein choices. It is generally very low in environmental contaminants 


and high in nutritional values such as protein and omega-3 fatty acids. Analysis of “Bristol Bay sock-


eye” only to determine levels could be a big boost for marketing efforts.   


 


The BBRSDA could fund a study to include analysis for: 


 PCB’s, PBDE’s, mercury 


 Radiation contamination 


 Nutritional analysis: Protein, Fats, Omega-3 fatty acids, Calcium (canned salmon) 


 


In 2009 the Puget Sound Salmon Commission commissioned a study of chum salmon with excellent 


results. The UW Cooperative Fish & Wildlife Research Unit designed and led the study. The Washing-


ton Department of Ecology analyzed the salmon. Twenty four chum salmon were collected during one 


season. The cost for analyzing lipids, PCB’s, PBDE’s and mercury was $17,000. 


 


Southeast salmon were recently tested for radiation contamination. The cost for cesium analysis was 


$150 per sample carried out at Eurofins Laboratory in Louisiana. 


 


Total project costs are estimated at $25,000-$50,000. 


 


 





